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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays Social networking is a most effective and convenient way for interacting with the people around the 

whole world.Social networks have become an unlimited source of information, for that several applications have 

been proposed to mine information from social networks such as: recommender systems. Existing social 

networking services recommend friends to users based on their social graphs, which may not be the most 

appropriate to reflect a user’s preferences on friend selection in real life.  Friendbook, a novel semantic-based 

friend recommendation system for social networks, which recommends friends to users based on their life styles 

instead of social graphs. By taking advantage of sensorrich smartphone, Friendbook discovers life styles of users 

from user-centric sensor data, measures the similarity of life styles between users and recommends friends to 

users if their life styles have high similarity. Inspired by text mining, friendbook model a user’s daily life as life 

documents, from which his/her life styles are extracted by using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm. 

Friendbook further propose a similarity metric to measure the similarity of life styles between users, and 

calculate users’ impact in terms of life styles with a friendmatching graph. Upon receiving a request, Friendbook 

returns a list of people with highest recommendation scores to the query user Finally, Friendbook integrates a 

feedback mechanism to further improve the recommendation accuracy. 
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1. INDRODUCTION 

A few years ago individual peoples become friends only on the basis of their locations where they live or work near 

themselves. This is a traditional and oldest way of making friends which is not suitable for the people around the 

world. Then afterword’ssocial networking came into the picture and making friends became easy. There are some 

recommendation systems which are used by the existing system to suggest the friends to the users. They are based 

on location, mutual relationship, content based, etc. which may not reflects on users life style properly and resulting 

suggestions will not an appropriate choice for that user so it have to be in such a way which reflects the users life 

style and gives the recommendation based on the high similarity between their life style. The systems should be 

scalable and flexible enough to provide the integration of new devices. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Friend book, a novel semantic-based friend recommendation system for socialnetworks, which will recommends 

friends to users based on their life styles. The proposed system discovers the life style of the users from the user-

centric sensor data by their sensor-rich smart phones and then measures the similarity between the users and 

recommends the friend to the user which is having the high similarity between their lifestyles. Life style of user will 

be extracted using Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm from life document. After that a friend matching graph will 

be constructed by calculating the overall impact of similarity between life styles. Upon receiving a request, system 

will returns a list of people with the highest recommendation scores to the query user. Finally, system integrates a 

feedback mechanism for improving the accuracy of recommendation [1]. 

 System addresses the issue of the connection proposal in the weblogs and comparative interpersonal organizations. 

To begin with this, it shows a methodology in the view of community proposal of utilizing the connection structure 

of an informal organization and substance based proposal utilizing shared pronounced hobbies. Next, it also depict 

the use of this way to deal with a little illustrative subset of a vast genuine informalorganization: the client/group 

system of the online journal administration LiveJournal. Then it talks about the ground highlights accessible in 

LiveJournal’s open client data pages and depict some diagram calculations for examination of the informal 

organization[2]. 

It find the day by day area driven schedules which are contained in a gigantic real life human dataset gathered by 

cell telephones. The objective is the revelation and investigation of human schedules which describe both individual 

and gathering practices regarding area designs. It build up an unsupervised procedure in light of two diering 

probabilistic theme models and apply them to the everyday life of 97 cellular telephone clients over a 16 month 

period to accomplish these objectives. Theme models are probabilistic generative models for the reports that 

recognize the idle structure that underlies an arrangement of words. Schedules ruling the whole bunch’s exercises, 

identied with a strategy taking into account the Latent Dirichlet Allocation subject model, incorporate “going to 

work late”, “going home early”, “meeting expectations relentless” and  “having no gathering (telephone o)” at 

dierent times over changing time-interims. Likewise, it distinguish schedules which are normal for clients, with a 

procedure taking into account the Author-Topic model. With the schedules found, and the two strategies for 

describing days and clients, it can then perform different undertakings [4]. 

Daniel Gatica-Perez[4] utilizes the schedules found to focus behavioral examples of clients and gatherings of clients. 

For instance, it can find people that shows the specic day by day schedules, for example, “going to work early” or 

“turning on  the portable (or having no gathering) in the nighttimes”. Likewise, it ready to describe every day 

designs by deciding the point structure of days notwithstanding figuring out if certain schedules happen 

predominantly on weekends or weekdays. 

Mario Fritz[5] and BerntSchiele[5] propose a novel system to perceive every day schedules as a probabilistic mix of 

movement examples. The utilization of theme models empowers the programmed disclosure of such examples in a 

client’s every day schedule. This report exploratory results that demonstrate the approach’s capacity to display and   

perceive day by day schedules without client annotation. 

Keeping in mind the end goal to encourage the presentation of the travel followingand landing time expectation in 

littler travel organizations, it explore a programmed, cell phone based framework which call Easy Tracker. To utilize 

Easy Tracker, a travel organization must acquire cell phones, introduce an application, and spot a telephone in every 

travel vehicle.This level of computerization is conceivable through an arrangement of calculations that utilization 

GPS follows gathered from instrumented travel vehicles to focus courses served, find stops, and induce plans. 

What’s more, online calculations naturally focus the course served by a gives vehicle at a given time and foresee its 
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entry time at up and coming stops. It assess the calculations on genuine datasets from two existing travel 

administrations. It exhibit the capacity to precisely reproduce courses and timetables, and think about the 

framework’s entry time expectation execution with the present ”cutting edge” for littler travel administrators: the 

official calendar. At long last, it talk about the flow model execution and the strides needed to take it from an 

examination model to a genuine framework[6]. 

PageRank  breaks down the efficiency of Monte Carlo strategies for incremental calculation of PageRank, 

customized PageRank, and comparative arbitrary walk based systems (with spotlight on SALSA), on extensive scale 

progressively developing informal organizations. It accept that the diagram of fellowships is put away in 

appropriated shared memory, similar to the case for huge informal communities, for example, Twitter. For 

worldwide PageRank, it expect that the interpersonal organization has n hubs, and m adversarially picked edges 

touch base in an arbitrary request. PageRank demonstrate that with a reset likelihood of o, the aggregate work 

expected to keep up an exact appraisal (utilizing the Monte Carlo strategy) of the PageRank of each hub at all times 

is O (n ln mo). This is significantly superior to anything every single known headed for incremental PageRank. For 

example, in the event that it gullibly recomputed the Page Ranks as every edge arrives, the straightforward force 

emphasis technique needs aggregate time and the Monte Carlo system needs O(mn/o) complete m2 ln(1/(1-o)) time; 

both are restrictively lavish. Besides, it likewise demonstrates that it can deal with cancellations just as efficiently. It 

then study the top’s calculation k customized Page Ranks beginning from a seed hub, accepting that customized 

Page Ranks take after a force law. It demonstrate that on the off chance that it store n arbitrary strollsbeginning from 

each hub for sufficiently substantial steady q (utilizing the methodology delineated for worldwide PageRank), then 

the normal number of calls made to the conveyed informal community database is O(k/(R(1-an)/a)). PageRank 

additionally display exploratory results from the social net-working site, Twitter, checking our suppositions and 

examinations. The general result is that this calculation is sufficiently quick for continuous inquiries over a dynamic 

informal organization[7]. 

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), a generative probabilistic model for collections of discrete data such as text 

corpora. LDA is athree-level hierarchical Bayesian model, in which each item of thecollection is modeled as a finite 

mixture over an underlying set of topics. Each topic is, inturn, modeled as an infinite mixture over an underlying set 

of topic probabilities. In the context of text modeling, the topic probabilities provide an explicit representation of a 

document. LDA presentefficient approximate inference techniques based on variationl methods and an EM 

algorithm for empirical Bayes parameter estimation. LDA results in document modeling, text classification and 

collaborative filtering, comparing to a mixture of unigrams model and the probabilistic LSI 

Model [8]. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

This survey describes differenttechniques that are used for various recommendation systems.Recommendation 

systems are used to suggest items to the user for example. Music, movies, books, friends etc by observing their daily 

life and their intrests. Recommendation systems which extract the information for recommendation from user’s 

social graph then by that information it will give proper recommendation to the user. 
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